
Abstract 

 Ward no 58 is an underprivileged area of kolkata. Where the other part of kolkata is 

developing from every aspect like culture, literature, behavior, economic condition but this area 

remains the same. Considering this mysterious situation, small step has taken to search its reason 

from past and tried to present their recent socio-economic condition, and hope for their 

betterment. 
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Introduction-To explore the history of modern Kolkata, we trace back to1698- when The British 

leased three villages – Gobindapur, Sutanuti, Kolkata from Subarna Roychowdhury for Rs 1300 a 
thyear, and incepted our beloved Kolkata. In late 17  century,an Englishman called Job Charnock 

established Kolkata from three sleepy hamlet – Sutanuti, Gobindapur and Kolkata.

 Kolkata Municipal Corporation was established to improve and run the city properly. Its 

main work was to build and maintain roads, drains, in proper way. Taxes were levied on housing, 

lighting, and vehicle. Now the mega city is divided into 144 administrative wards that are grouped 

into 16 boroughs.

Here I am going to discuss about 58 no wards under Kolkata Municipal Corporation.

History of original residents – Before discussing about the socio-economic condition of 

residents of this ward we have to know why their previous generation had come here and started 

living permanently. The leather industry took roots in the eastern part of Calcutta in 

Dhapa,Tangra,Topsia and Tiljala. These are marshy areas in which are found a good number of big 

tanneries as well as small ones. Besides the Indian and Europeans, people of Chinese origin 
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residing in Calcutta also become active in this business. These Chinese were originally from 

Kwangtung province of south east china who are specialized in this business.  The language 

spoken by them is known as Hakka. At the close of the nineteenth century they established 

themselves in Tangra  and Dhapa areas of Calcutta and gradually open small tanneries using 

vegetables and alum tanning process . The first Chinese tannery known as Fo Shien tannery 

came up in 1902 producing vegetable tanned leather for shoe uppers. This Chinese tannery was 

soon followed by others and by 1918 there were nine Chinese tanneries in Calcutta. Besides the    

Chinese a group of chamars from Punjab began producing bag tanning sole leather from buffalo

hides in the tiljala area around this time. Along with them were chamar from Bihar who used to 

produce patent or varnished leather. These Bihari harijans were mostly small operators and 

could not afford to work with whole hides.

Other than Hakkas some chinese have migrated from the provinces of south-east 

china(kmangtung,kiangsi,and Fukien).majority of these Chinese have opened Chinese 

restaurants at different part of kolkata. They are mostly populated in china town.

     Most of the modern types of handmade shoes were manufactured in cottage industry by 

about 1000 Chinese,about 6000 Bihari (harijan caste)engaged in this business. Muslims also 

came and engaged in this business. Tannery workers had come from Uttar Pradesh, Orissa, 

Bihar(Bhojpur,Chapra,Munger, Muzaffarpur, Gaya,Hazaribagh etc).

        Stink in the leather belt-calcutta leather complex has shifted from the heart of the city to 

the outer skirts on supremecourt orders, but it fails to treat toxic effluent and solid waste. 

Twenty km from Calcutta, on its south eastern periphery, the leather complex is a living hell 

back in 1995. The supreme court has ordered 538 polluting tanneries, operating the heart of the 

city,to relocate to the outskirts .The smell of chemicals used to treat leather feels heavy. The 

storm water canals are choked with rotting animal hair and fat and the omnipresent plastic. At 

places where the canal water is visible it is dull red with blood.  It has also laid down guidelines 

for the tanneries to treat waste. In 2005, the Calcutta leather complex shifted from Tangta, 

Topsia (58 no ward) to Bantala. Water of this area was not safe enough to drink.
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About Ward no 58- This is an administrative division of Kolkata. This ward is covering parts 

of Park circus connector, Tangra ,and Dhapa neighbourhood in central Kolkata, in the Indian 

state of West Bengal. The Eastern Metropolitan Bypass cuts across the ward.Kolkata a district 

of west Bengal and ward no 58 are shown below.

 Fig: Kolkata Municipal  Corporation Ward map 
                                                   Ward No 58
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Location- This ward is bordered on north by Debendra Chandra Dey road and the sewage outlet 

where it meets with the new canal. On the east byTopsia Road North and the new canal. On the 

south  by Guriapara Road, Chistopher Road ,with the Tangra Road south. The western 

boundary of the former boinchitala Union Board,and the southern embankment of the storm 

water outlet up to the point where it meets with by Eastern Railway line and the western 

boundary of the former Boinchitala Union Board.

nd
        Kolkata ward no 58 with population of about 88 thousand is this city's 2  most populous 

ward,located in Kolkata district of the state west Bengal

Socio-economic group-In this ward residents are divided into three economic groups. Among 

them some are very rich, they live in multi stored building, enjoy lavish lifestyle. Their children 

go to English medium school, get proper nutrition, and enjoy full luxury. Name of some multi 

stored buildings are Ruchi, Brindaban Garden, Ideal niketon, Rajpromod, Silver spring, Active 

green etc. Some upcoming high-rise buildings are Zink, Flora Fountain, etc.

  Though Second economic groups are not as rich as first group, but they can spend their 

life with moderate luxury and medium lifestyle. They live in two or three stored building or 

tangra housing. Tangra housing is a building complex. It was built in 1966, by The Government 

for low income group people. Before that Bengal potteries ash were dumped there. It was 

mainly built for leather complex workers, Government workers etc.

 Third income group people are very poor. They live in slum. They have not  sufficient 

money to survive. So life is far harder to them than other two income group people.

 Now I am going to discuss about second and third income group people who are 

basically original resident of ward no 58.

Demographics- The ward is home to about 88 thousand people, among them about 46 thousand 

(52%)are male and about 42 thousand (48%)are female. 76%of the whole population are from 

general caste,23%are  from scheduled caste and 1% are scheduled tribes. Child (aged under 6 

years) population is 10%, among them 51% are boys and 49% are girls. 
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 Table 1:  Caste wise male female population 2011-kolkata in ward no 58

There are about 20,000 households in the ward and average 4 persons live in every family. 

Around 63% family have <5 family member. 

 Table 2: Percentage of family member per family

Growth of population-Population of this ward has increased gradually from the year 1981 to 

2011. In 1981 population was 44,917, in 1991 it was 78,565, in 2001 it was 86,487 and in 2011 it 

is 88,465. In last 10 years population has increased by 2.3%.From2001 to 2011  female 

population growth rate of the ward is 11.8% which is 16.9% higher than male population 

growth rate of -5.1%. General caste population has increased by 6.9%.scheduled caste 

population has decreased by -10.8%. Scheduled tribe population has increased by 9.8% and 

child population has decreased by -2% in the ward since last census.
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Table 3:  Population growth from 1981 to 2011 in wards no. 58

Sex ratio – Females per 1000 male: As of 2011 census there are 915 females per 1000 

male in the ward. Sex ratio in general caste is 912, in schedule caste is 924 and in schedule 

tribe is 911. There are 959 girls under 6 years of age per 1000 boys of the same age in this 

ward. Overall sex ratio in the ward has increased by 139 females per 1000 male during the 

years from 2001 to 2011. 

Table 4:  Sex ratio from 2001 to 2011, in ward no 58.
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Literacy- Total about 59,000 people in the ward are literate,among them about 33,000 are male 

and about 26,000 are female. Literacy rate of this ward is 74%, 80% of male and 69% female. 

Overall literacy rate in the ward has increased by 12%. Male literacy has gone up by 13% and 

female literacy rate has gone up by 14% from the year 2001 to 2011. In fact many students in 

2018 are first generation learner. Their mother tongue is non Bengali but they are studying in 

bengali . So, it creates problem in their studying. Girls generally get married in teenage. So their 

study stops in about class xii. But after introducing kanyahsree by the state Government, 

pictures are improving day by day. 31% family have school dropout, which is the poorest 

scenario of society. 

Table 5: Scenario of school dropout in ward no 58.

 They have dropped out on class ix, x, iv, v, I, viii, xi. Main causes for this are financial 

problem, addiction on drug, alcohol, and lack of interest in study, neurological problem etc. 

Most of the children go to Bengali medium government school. Government provide them mid 

day meal, dish for taking meal, kanyashree for class xii pass out girls who are continuing their 

study, school dress, exercise book, school bag,  special scholarship for needy but studious 

student etc. some students also go to English or Hindi  medium school.

Workers profile- Kolkata ward no 58 has 39% (about 34,000) people engaged in either main or 

marginal works. 59% male and 17% female are working population. 53% of total male 

population are main (full time) workers and 6% are marginal(part time) workers. For women 

12% of total female populations are main and 6% are marginal workers.
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people have bag shop, shoe store, x-ray shop. They work in cloth shop, big bazaar, rubber 

factory, leather factory, chips factory. Some people are retired government service man, bus 

driver, fish dealer, tuition teacher, electrician, cook on hotel, clerk on hotel, clerk on 

corporation, sweeper in hospital etc. Life will be difficult for them to survive with this small 

income, basically for this , many women are also working here. They are working as cook, 

servant, beauty parlor lady etc. Most people have less family income. Around 66% family have 

<10,000 family income. Only 33% have >10,000.

Table 6: Family income

Medical and Sanitary facility-People usually  use Government hospitals at the time of illness, 

like Nil Rattan Sircar Hospital, Medical College and Hospital, Chittaranjan Hospital, etc. Very 

few people go to local nursing home. 83% family has their personal toilet, and 16% family does 

not have. They use public toilet, Government toilet, and home owner's toilet. They get sufficient 

and safe drinking water.

Table 7: Medical facility

Household appliances- All family use gas. Most of them have TV, freeze, some family use 

washing machine, air conditioner; very few have microwave and inverter.
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Table 8: Household appliances

Travel- They hardly make tour. Very few families make long distance tour. Most of them make 

tour within state. Like Ganga Sagar, Mukutmonipur, Sundarban, Mayapur, Tarapith, Very often 

they travel to Digha, Puri.

Conclusion- present researches focus on socio-economic condition of ward no 58. Their 

historical background and present condition. They are very religious. Dowry system is strongly 

present in their society. Some of them are high educated. For this, society is not developing. 

Chinese people are living their till now. They are owner of popular chinese restaurant like 

Bejing, Golden joy, Hakka etc.
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